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PEDAL TO THE METAL LEADERSHIP:

If you keep the pace, you will lose the race. In today’s rapidly
evolving world, leaders need to become comfortable driving in the
fast lane all the time.
Are you the type of leader who realizes that speed is a competitive
advantage? Do you want to find new ways to help your organization
pick up the pace? Then this program is for you. Pedal to the Metal
Leadership will:
• help you navigate the four factors that drive organizational speed
• understand the ten faster leader roles you need to play to take
your team to the next level
• master the FASTER skill set to improve your own leadership
acceleration.

BIO:

Dr. Arlen Burger is a productivity expert who has been helping
leaders and organizations become faster, more efficient, and
effective for over 25 years. In his role of CEO of Leadership Coaching,
Dr. Burger coaches CEO’s, Board of Directors, and senior leaders on
how to lead complex, fast paced, and demanding enterprises. His indepth understanding of business and insight into people and
organizations consistently yields dramatic and sustainable results. Dr.
Burger has been speaking on leadership topics throughout his career.
He has given keynotes, seminars, trainings, and team building
sessions to a wide range of organizations including Fortune 100
companies, startups, universities, and non-profits.

Clients
Include:

Latest Book Release:
Pedal to the Metal Leadership
is the flight manual for faster
leaders. It is full of tips,
strategies, and advice for how
to accelerate your leadership.
The focus is on “Smart Speed”,
and you’ll get valuable insight
into how to speed up your
organization too. Leaders, start
your engines. Available at
Amazon.com in both Kindle
and soft cover.

“It was an extreme
honor to have you train
and guide our leaders at
the Executive Forum.
You were such an
important part of our
event.”

Tedde Reid, President
SEFA

